The following are examples of citing print and Web resources in the footnote/endnote style as outlined in the Chicago Manual of Style 16th ed. (at the reference desk and in the reference collection at PE1478 .U55) and Turabian’s A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations 8th ed. (in the reference collection and reference desk at PE1478.T86 2013 and on reserve at OPR 098, 2 hour check out). This guide shows the notes-bibliography style which uses in-text superscript numbers12 to refer to footnotes or endnotes. The parentheticals refer to Turabian sections and page numbers.

### Footnote or Endnote Reference

#### Journal article with DOI (17.2 & p. 148)

#### Journal article, from database (17.2)

#### Journal article, print (p. 148)

#### Magazine article (17.3)

#### Newspaper article (17.4)

#### Book by single author (17.1.1)

### Corresponding Bibliography Entry

#### Use DOI if available or stable URL if not

#### Can give database name instead of URL

#### No volume or issue numbers used

#### None. "In most cases, cite articles . . . from newspapers only in notes."

Book by multiple authors (17.1.1)

Chapter in a book (17.1.8)

Online Book (17.1.10)

Encyclopedia article online (17.5.3)

Web Site or Web Page (17.7.1)

Shortened Note for Works Cited Earlier (16.4)
For footnotes (or endnotes), when one citation to the same work immediately follows another on the same page, "ibid." can be used in the latter note.

13. Ibid., 111.

If reference is to a work already cited in full but not in the note immediately preceding, and only one work of the author has been used, then just the author's last name is needed.

14. Murav, 204.

If two or more works of the same author have been cited, use the author's last name and brief title.

15. Murav, Speeding Train, 204.

More at the Turabian Quick Guide: www.press.uchicago.edu/books/turabian/turabian_citationguide.html